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On the strong summability of orthogonal series 
By LÁSZLÓ LEINDLER in Szeged 
1. Let {<?„(*)} (n = 0, 1, ...) be an orthonormal system on the interval (a, b).. 
We shall consider series 
(1 -1 ) 2cn<P„(x) n = 0 
with real coefficients satisfying 
oo 
( i .2 ) 
n= 0 
By the Riesz—Fischer theorem, the series (1. 1) converges in the mean to a square-
integrable function fix). By snix) and tr"(x) we denote the n-th partial sums and. 
the H-th Cesáro means of order a ( > — 1) of the series (1. 1), i.e. 
OO 
sn(x) = 2cv<PÁx) v = 0 
2. Concerning the strong and very strong summability of (1. 1), SUNOUCHI [3]! 
proved recently the following theorems: 
T h e o r e m A. If the orthogonal series (1. 1) with .(I. 2) is (C, X)-summable 
to f(x) almost everywhere in (a, b), then 
lira 2 k ix)-fix)|* = 0 
oo v = 0 
almost everywhere in ia, b) for any a =-0 and k >0. 
T h e o r e m B. If 
oo 
( 2 . 1 ) 2cl(\og l o g « ) 2 < -
n = 4 
then 
lim X A ^ K i x ) - f i x ) \ k = 0 
T1~* O® -̂ N V = 0 
holds for any and k> 0, almost everywhere in (a, b), for any increasing sequence-
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TANDORI [4] has proved this theorem for a = 1 earlier. 
In [2] we have generalized this theorem of TANDORI as follows: 
T h e o r e m C. Under the hypothesis (2. 1) we have 
¿K(x)-f(x)]2 = 0 
, n->CO « T I V = 0 
•almost everywhere for any (non necessarily monotonie) sequence {/,} of distinct 
non-negative integers. 
At the same time we proved the following 
T h e o r e m D. Let {an} be a given sequence of real numbers with 2>al <co an(i 
na2 ^(n+\)a2+1 (n — 1, 2, ...). 
.If the orthogonal series (1. 1) with (1. 2) is Abel-summable to f(x) almost everywhere 
in (a, b) and 
c2n = O (a2), 
.then we have 
"m - ¿ y 2 K"'W-/W]2 = 0 n T I v = 0 
for any y almost everywhere in (a, b),for any sequence {/v} of distinct non-negative 
integers. 
matrix 
3. In the present note we intend to generalize further these theorems. 
We consider a regular summation method Tn determined by a triangular 
A„ 
Vliumw JU11I1UU1.1V11 IILWlllUVI UVIV1 IIIUH/U L 
f- j [ a n t s O and An = ¿ « „ J , i.e. if sk tends to s, then i« || v k = 0 ' ll 
1 ^ Sk^S.  y >11 — ~7~ ¿1 rXnk sk An k=0 
T h e o r e m 1. Let A'>0. If there exists a p> 1 such that 
'(3.1) T ^ - 2 a n d { ¿ V - ' a ; ¿ l l P ^ K Z a » v 
P ~ ~ i l v = l J V = 1 
and if the series (1. 1) with (1.2) is (C, \)-summable to f(x) almost everywhere in 
(a, b), then 
(3. 2) lim ~ 2 «„v k i " ' ( a ; ) - f ( x ) \ k = 0 
n~* co Sin v = 0 
almost everywhere in (a, b) for any y 
It is clear that in the special case y = 1 and otnv = A j f s ^ (a > 0 ) this theorem 
includes the Theorem A of SUNOUCHI; in fact, 
{" | i / p 2ivP~1(An-vi)yf = Klin"'1 n^-l)p+iY"' = Ki n* ^ k2a^ 
:for any a > 0 if p is near enough to 1. 
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It is easy to verify that in the cases 
<3.3) 
a"k ~ k log (k + 2) log log (k + 4) 
and in those cases, which are similar to the above ones, the condition (3. 1) is 
satisfied for any 1, consequently the statement (3.2) holds for any /c>0 in 
the cases mentioned above. 
It .follows easily from this theorem : 
T h e o r e m 2. Let /c>0. If there exists a p>l such that the conditions (3. 1) 
holds and if 
(3.4) 2 c 2 l o g l o g 2 « < ° o , 
n = 4. 
then we have 
lim ~ 2 a„v\al~1 ( f a} ; x ) - f ( x ) \ k = 0 
n -* n v = 0 
almost everywhere in (a, b) for any y J2- and for any-increasing sequence {/¿J; here 
we have set 
sln v=0 
Theorem 2 includes evidently the Theorem B of SUNOUCHI in the special case 
7 = 1 and a „ v = = / l ( a > 0 ) . 
T h e o r e m 3. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2 we have 
1 " ' 
lirn —- 2 a«v K ( x ) ~f(x)\k = 0 
H -»oo S i n v = 0 
almost everywhere in (a, b) for any sequence {/v} of distinct non-negative integers. 
In particular, we have as 
C o r o l l a r y 1. If the condition (3.4) is satisfied, then 
I'm ~ 2 ¿ t V ' l s J x ) - / ' ^ = 0 . 
( v = 0 
holds for any a > 0 and k >0 , almost everywhere in (a, b) for any sequence {/v} of 
distinct non-negative integers. 
It is easy to see that this corollary generalizes the Theorems B and C. 
Finally we prové the following 
T h e o r e m 4. Let {d„} be a given real sequence with 
<3.5) nd„2 ̂ (n+l)d?+1 ( «= 1,2, . . . ) , 
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further let y and k^ 0. If there exists a p> 1 such that the conditions (3. 1) hold, 
and if the series (1. 1) is (C, 1 )-summable to f(x) almost everywhere in {a, b) and, 
moreover, 
(3.6) c2 = 0(d2), 
then 
lim ^ ¿ ' « . . v k r ' W - Z W I " - 0 
n-*oo v = 0 -
almost everywhere in (a, b) for any sequence {/„} of distinct non-negative integers. 
This theorem includes the Theorem D in the special case anv = 1 and k = 2, 
because the conditions (3. 1) are satisfied in the cases of (3. 3) for any p > 1, as 
we have seen it. 
It seems worth while to observe also the following 
C o r o l l a r y 2. Let {dn} be a given real sequence satisfying the conditions 
2d2 < °° and (3. 5). If the series (1. 1) is (C, l)-summable to f(x) almost everywhere 
in {a, b) and (3. 6) is satisfied, then 
lim ~ Z K ~ 1 ( * ) - / ( * ) | * = 0 
rt_»oo stn v = 0 
holds for any a > 0 , k > 0 , and almost everywhere in (a,b), for any sequence 
{/„} of distinct non-negative integers. 
The method of proof of these theorems is that of SUNOUCHI [3] and of the 
author [2]. 
In the sequel, we use K, Kt, K2, ... to denote positive constants, not necessarily 
the same on any two occurences. 
4. The following lemmas will be required for the proofs of the theorems. 
L e m m a 1. Let {ij/k(x)} (k=\, ..., N) be an orthogonal system in (a, b) and let 
b 
al= firt(x)dx (k—i,2, ..., AO-
a 
Then there exists a function 5(x) such that 
14,1(x) + ...+Ux)\^5(x) (1=1,2, ...,N) 
in (a, b) and 
r 
/ 52 (x) dx S Ki log2 N Z al-
a *=i 
This Lemma is well known (cf. K A C Z M A R Z — S T E I N H A U S [1], p. 1 6 2 ) . 
oo 
L e m m a 2. If 2 c , 2 < M i then 
n = o 
b 
J^Zn-1\<-1(x)-axn(x)\^dx^K2Z)C2„ 
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This Lemma also is known (cf. [3], Lemma 1). 
L e m m a 3. Let k>0 and 2cn < If there exists a p>\ such that the con-
ditions (3. 1) are satisfied, then for y we have 
b 
[{ sup U - Z Wl-1 (X) - <rl(x)|*l1 ' T d x 2 cl. 
J v = 0 J J /1 = 0 
a 
P r o o f . Applying HOLDER'S inequality, we obtain by (3. 1) 
^n V=1 
, f . " 11 /« r « 11 /p 
<4.1) «Ti- 'W-ffJWI« 4 } s 
^ ^ { ¿ v - i l o r r H ^ - a U x ) ^ } 1 ' " , 
where q= ^ , . Since qks2, we have by Lemma 2 and (4. 1) that 
/ 7 - 1 
b 
f \ sup i - j - ¿ « „ v k r 1 ( x ) - < T Ï ( x ) | t ] ' } dx 
J l l s n < ~ V ^ / i V = 1 J J 
b 
S ^ J [ 2 v - •1 k r 1 (*) - ^ W j </* 
A 
b 
[ \ 2 V- : 1 k r 1 ( * ) - ^ ( X ) | 2 ] D X ^ K 2 Z CL J VV=1 J n = 0 
5. P r o o f of T h e o r e m 1. Since, by the hypothesis, the series (1.1) 
is (C, l)-summable, so the means o'^x) (fi > 0) converge to the function / (x ) almost 
everywhere in (a, b). From this fact it follows that in the following inequality 
A i v = o 
(5.1) . 
S 2 «„v k r 1 (x) - o> ( x ) i ' 2 I®? (x) -f{x)\k 
n v = 0 A n v = 0 
the second sum tends to 0 almost everywhere in (a, b). 
We shall show that the first sum tends to zero, too. To this effect, we choose 
N, for given s > 0 , so that 
<5.2) Z c ^ s 2 , _ „ 3 
nEiV/4 
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^ / x K f 0 r n - N > 
2 « .* . (* ) with *„ = j 0 f o r 
Zb n<Pn(x) with b, n=l h : 
for n ^ N , 
for n > N. 
Let us denote by a x ) and x), respectively, the v-th Cesaro means 
of order /? of the series (5. 3) and (5. 4). It is obvious that 
(5.5) <ji(x) = oi(f l ;x) + af(6;jc) " ( v = l , 2 , ...). 
For the series (5. 3), the means 
1 " 
v = 0 
converge clearly to zero almost everywhere. As to the series (5. 4), we obtain, using 
the Lemma 3 and (5. 2), 
F\ sup [^7-2,^\°r'{b-x)-ol(b-,x)A ' } 
J v = 0 ) J 
j x lim sup 2 a„v\<rl~ 1 (¿; x) - a\(p; x)|*J ' > e j S Kv e. 
Hence 
meas 
That is, the means 
A n v = 0 
also converge to zero almost everywhere. 
The statement (3. 2) follows from the above results by virtue of (5. 5). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 2. We set 
and 
<*>„(*) = 
?n2 = 2 «t=íi„-i+i 
1 
— 2 ci'<pk(x) 




2 Vkix) for y„ = 0. 
By (3. 4), 
• VVn—Pn-1 k = n„-1 + 1 
oo oo 
2 In log log2 n = 2 log log2 n 2 d-
n = 4 
fn 
 k = /i„-t + 1 
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Hence, and from a well known theorem of KACZMARZ and MENSHOV, it follows 
hat the series 
«=i 
is (C, l)-summable to f(x) almost everywhere in (a, b). Applying the Theorem 1 
to the above series, we obtain the statement of Theorem 2. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 3. Under the condition (3.4) the sequence {52m(x)} 
converges to f{x) almost everywhere in (a, b). We write 
C2= y c2 
n=2'"+l 
Let m ( = 2 ) be any natural number, for which Cm y^O. Set n0(m) = 2m and let fit{m} 
(1 be the smallest natural number for which 
tnim) 2 ' 
2 and ^ ( w ) = 2m + 1 n = (Ji-l(m)+l m 
are valid. It is clear that N m ^ m . If Cm = 0, we write n0(m) = 2"1 and ¡i,(m) = 2™+1 . 
Let us apply Lemma 1 to the functions 
Mm)'(x) = ( l ë i ^ J V J . 
Thus there exists a function <5m(x) such that 
(5- 6) l ^ w W - ^ ' W I = 
in (a, b) and 
2 ' ^ f Hxj s d j x ) (l^i^NJ 
I 
j=i 
2m +1 2m +1 
<52 (x) dx ^ Kt log2 m 2 c2 K2 2 cl l o 8 lo§2 «• 
n = 2 m + l n—2m+ i 
Then, by (3. 4), 
2 1 ' m = 2 J 
b 
( X ) dx : 
,m = 2 «/ 
a 
hence the series 
2 KM 
m — 2 
converges almost everywhere. This gives by (5. 6) that 
for almost everywhere in (a, b). Hence also sn(l/:)(x) (m — converges to 
the function / (x ) almost everywhere in (a, b). 
Let us now define the following sequence of indices {nv}: if /i;(m) < /i i+ t(m) 
then set ;iv = ¡¡¡(m), and if ¡iNm(m) S /v < Mo(w + 0 then ¡xv = ¡iNm(m). 
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It is easy to see that 
(5.7) 
4 - ¿ « „ k W - / ( * ) ! * 
A n v = 0 
^ ^ ¿ « „ v + ^ 2 a „ v M * ) - / ( x ) | f c . 
s l n v = 0 - ¿ ' n v = 0 
Since s ^ x ) —/(x) (v the second sum tends to 0 almost everywhere in (a, b). 
From this point on, the proof runs similarly to the proof of the Theorem 1. 
Let us define N, {a„} and {£>„} in the same way as under (5. 2), (5. 3) and (5. 4). 
Let us denote by sn(a; x) and sn(b; x), respectively, the w-th partial sums of series 
(5. 3) and (5. 4). It is evident that 
-(5.8) sn(x) = sn(a; x) + sjb; x) (n = 1 ,2 , . . . ) . 
We can see easily that 
(5.9) ^ - 2 « n v K ( a ; x ) - ^ v ( a ; x ) | ^ 0 An v = 0 
almost everywhere in (a, b). An analogous statement for the series (5. 4), can be 
obtained by the following easy computation. Using H O L D E R ' S inequality and ( 3 . 1 ) , 
we obtain 
1 " 
~r 2 <*nv ; x) - s^ib; x)|fc S An V = 1 
i f " 11/9 r « 11 lp 
; * ) - ; x ) | * j J 2 v p / " < J s 
f » ) 1/9 
^ k { 2 v - 1 K(b; x)-SltSb; x)[**j . 
Since qk ^ 2, we have 
b 
/ [ s u p 2a„v | i i v(Z>; x ) - s „ v (6 ; x)|fc| | dx 
a 
b 
Л^2 Iqk 2 v ~ 1 \siXb ' x ) - s nX b ' x) \q k j d x ^ a 
b 
J ( j j v- 1 * ) - s ^ b ; x)(2j dx. 
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An easy computation shows that *) 
b 
OO 1 ' í v » j >  
; x ) - s ß v ( b ; x ) \ 2 d x = 2 — 2 H = V=1 V Jt = ilv+1 
I £ „ _ ^ Í ™ l ) c i 
i l / " vt1 v J 
= ^ 2(v) - 2 ^ , 
m = 0 2"'s=ÍIv<2m + 1 v fc = p„+l m = [logJV] l.2'"Sí£„<2m + 1 V ̂  7M 
s ¿ (Jil^u*; 
m = [logíV] Vv=l VJ m tsJV/2 
From this and (5. 10) it follows 
b 
ЛSUP i~r ¿a«vM¿; x)-s¡1Xb\ x)|fe] 2 cl: 
1S«<«0 V = 1 ; J fcsN/2 a 
jx lim sup I J - 2 a«v K(¿> ; *) - ; j > e | ^ 
Hence 
meas 
From this we obtain that the means 
1 " 
~r 2 anvKO; x) - ; x)|fc 
v = 0 
converge to zero almost everywhere in (a, b). 
Hence and from (5. 9) by (5. 8) we get that 
(5-11) 
A n v = 0 
almost everywhere. 
Finally, from (5. 7) and (5. 11) we obtain the statement of Theorem 3. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 4. By the hypothesis of the theorem, the series 
(1. 1) is (C, l)-summable to f(x), thus 
lim 2 anv\aL(x) —f(x)\k — 0 n-*CO Sln v = 0 
almost everywhere in (a, b) for any ft =-0. Due to this fact, it suffices to prove the state-
ment for the case Since 
1 " 
~T 2 \ x ) - f ( x ) 
v = 0 
^ ^ ¿«„v K~ 1 (X) - ci(x)\k + Wlix)-f(x)\\ 
, n v = 0 - ^ n v = 0 
we only have to show that the first sum tends to zero. 
*) 2T(v) denotes that the sum is taken for v. We use the logarithm with basis 2. 
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For any positive s, we choose N so that 
CO 
(5.12) 
n = N 
We define further {an} and {/>„} in the same way as under (5. 3) and (5. 4). 
Let a1(a; x) and (b\ x) have the same meaning as in the proof of Theorem 1. 
It is easy to see that 
lim 4- ¿«-vkrHa; x)-al(a;x)\k = 0 
lt-koo Sln v = 0 
almost everywhere in (a, b). The analogous statement for the series (5. 4) is the 
basis of the proof of this theorem. After a computation analogous to the proof 
of Lemma 3, we get 
b 
(5.13) 
[ { sup 2 «„vK~\b-,x)~ al(b- x^VYdx 
J Usn<~ \SLN v=l ) J 
a 
b 
s K, J ( 2 V - 1 K ~ 1 (b; X) - al(b; x)\2j dx. 
An easy computation shows that 
6 
f *)l2 dxm 
(5.14) 
m=i m\Aim) t=1 m=i mim' k=i 
Let us denote by ra; the z'th natural number, for which m^l , , , . , and by ,«„ the /;th 
natural number, for which n n >I l t n . Then we have 
(5.15) 
oo 1 Imi CO 1 lnn 
= 2 - W 2 ('». -k+1)2y"2 k2bk + 2-—^ 2' -k+»2y':3 A'2 ¡=1 i „=1 k=l 
Since ( „ S f f l j , the first sum in (5.15) is less than 
CO 1 (mi-1 'mi "V 
(5.16) + 2 \ ( L - k + \ f ^ k 2 b l 
i= 1 k = mi) 
By virtue of (3. 5) and (3. 6), we have for m i o S N - ^ m i o + l 
i=io ^i'mi k = max (mi, Ar) (5.17) 
¿2 "ma 
~l2y mi i — io lmi fc = m i 
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Since and / £ m ; , it holds •in, -
l">i lm-1" ¡+1 
2 (imi-k+\y-2k^ 2 p2y-2iL-p+t)tiKXy, 
k = mi p= 1 
. Hence and from (5. 17) it follows 
1 
(5.18) 
2 " — 7 2 7 2 ( L - k + \ ) 2 ^ 2 k 2 d ^ i = io Wlihm fc = max(mfiV) 
^ Ks [d2 + 2 d2} ^ Ks 2 df. 
I ¡ = 10+1 ) j = N 
Let ik be the least natural number for which m l k > k . Since and /,„. 
( i = 1, 2, ...), it follows 
2 - ^ m 2 ^ - k + x y y ~ 2 k 2 b " = 2 k2dk2 g ,= i m,lmi jt = i k~jv +1. i=ik mi'mi 
(5.19) , 
- ¿ « ? ¿ ^ ^ - ¿ « f 1 s j t . U . k = N i = ik Wi k = N l = k ' k = N 
We can estimate the second sum under (5. 15) more easily than the first one. In fact, 
considering that /.¿„>/„n (n = 1 ,2 , . . . ) , we have 
°° 1 °° (1 -k-i- l l 2 ? - 2 
j2y 
k I 1,, 1 tin 
2 - ^ 2 7 2 V > - k + i y - 2 k 2 b t = K i 2 k 2 d t 2 n= 1 ^n'iin t=l = N /„„S*
k=N l=k I k=N 
Hence and from (5. 13)—(5. 19), considering (5. 12), we obtain that 
s 
(5.20) f \ sup \ ^ 2 ^ M : \ b - x ) - < j l { b - x ) \ k ) [ l k X d x ^ K i 2 d k 2 ^ e \ 
J t l — v - ^ u v= 1 ) J k = N 
a 
The proof runs similarly to the proof of Theorem 3. From (5. 20) it follows that 
j x l i tnsup ¿«nvWi'^b; x)-<ri(b; x)| fcj > e j K^, meas \ x 
i. e. 
lim-^- x)-al(b; x)\k = 0 
n->oo v= 1 
almost' everywhere in (a, b). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
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